If you have any problems with the Selective Service, call 547-8269.

THE WAR IS NOT OVER YET.

Some people have problems with the draft.

Others are being called for a physical....

By Roy Furman

Producing a Broadway stage hit of "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying," at the Agamemnon Theatre of Radcliffe is a tremendous undertaking that was executed quite well. Although there were several striking aspects to the production, the levity and bounce of the play was sufficient to provide an enjoyable evening.

J. Purkiss's masonry rise from mailroom clerk to chairman of the board of World Wide Wickers, Inc., in a comedy replete with the potential pitfalls of executive aspirants: the boss' somewhat obnoxious wife, the engaging aura of "How to Succeed." Beverly Fanger explored the production by displaying a fine pair of laser-sharp razor blades....